ABSTRACT In this paper, a new rateless scheme based on the extendibility of systematic polar codes is proposed, which is applicable for the scenario without channel state information (CSI). With detailed analyses on the existing rateless schemes, we obtain the drawbacks and difficulties which can make the schemes dysfunctional. We expound the extendibility of systematic polar codes elaborately, which forms the basis of the new rateless scheme. In addition, with the incremental redundancy hybrid automatic repeat request transmission, the new rateless scheme is established. The construction of polar codes specialized for the new scheme is also proposed, which can provide reliable performance. Comparing with the existing rateless schemes, the new scheme can be applied for arbitrary channels efficiently and reliably.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes, introduced by Arıkan [1] , can achieve the capacity of the memory-less symmetric channel with low encoding and decoding complexity. A successive-cancellation (SC) decoding specialized for polar codes is proposed at the same time. Polar codes decoded by using cyclic redundancy checkaided (CRC-aided) list decoding [2] can provide superior bit-error rate (BER) performance. In [3] , Arıkan propose a systematic polar coding method which offers advantages in BER performance without affecting the block error rate (BLER). Similarly, parallelized systematic encoding algorithms are presented in [4] and [5] . These systematic coding constructions do not change the essence of polar codes. The conventional decoders can also be applied for systematic codes. The construction of polar codes needs the known channel state information. Thus, the conventional polar codes cannot be applied to the scenario without channel estimation.
Rateless coding is a flexible technique to adapt the scenario that the parameters of the communication channel are unknown to the transmitter. In contrast to rate-fixed codes, rateless codes can be described as a family of codes of which the lengths are increased gradually, and the assumed rates are decreased correspondingly until all the information bits are decoded successfully by the receiver [6] . The hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) is usually applied as a transmission mechanism in order to achieve the rateless [7] . The fountain code is a typical example of the rateless code [8] . It is a class of sparse graph codes which can achieve rates adaptively based on the digital fountain mechanism [9] . A system performance evaluation framework of the rateless-coded transmission mechanism based on fountain codes is proposed in [10] for user experience in 5G systems. As a new attempt, the rateless operation of polar codes has aroused the interest of some researchers. In [11] , a rateless polar coding scheme is proposed, in which the number of frozen bits are increased sequentially in order to reduce the rate. A similar scheme is proposed in [12] , in which the HARQ is utilized to help the receiver decode all information bits carried by the initial block. For each retransmission, a rate-decreased block encoded by the divided information bits is sent. These schemes verify the feasibility of constructing rateless polar codes. However, there are some disadvantages that make the current schemes inflexible and inefficient. These schemes are only for the scenario where the actual channel is time-invarying. They may fail if the channel is time-varying. These schemes also do not provide the ways to construct polar codes suitably for the scenario without channel estimation. The efficiency is also unsatisfying, because that the latter information bits should be paused until the current information bits are totally decoded.
Our aim in this paper is to propose an new rateless scheme as an effective solution to overcome the drawbacks. We would design the rateless scheme which can be applied for arbitrary unknown channel with satisfactory throughput performance. The suitable construction of the codes in the scheme is also need to be considered in order to provide high reliability. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) We find that an longer systematic polar code block (N 1 , R 1 ) consists of a shorter systematic polar code block (N 2 , R 2 ) and another block with length N 2 , where the length N 1 = 2N 2 and the rate R 1 < R 2 . We call this the extendibility of systematic polar codes. With the analyses on the generator matrix of the polar codes, we also provide the prerequisites and the proof of the extendibility. We give the guidelines for constructing a longer systematic polar code based on a shorter systematic polar code. 2) We take advantages of the extendibility to design a rateless scheme based on the systematic polar codes. The IR-HARQ is adopted as the transmission mechanism in the scheme. We can transmit a shorter code block with a higher given code rate at first. If the block can not be decoded successfully, a designed block will be sent.
With applying IR-HARQ, the receiver is like a water tank, and the all received data can form a longer code block with a lower code rate. The designed code blocks will be sent sequentially until an ACK feedback. The decoder need to operate more and more long codes, and the corresponding rates can form a degraded sequence. Though the complexity of decoder is rising, the increasing code length can help the code much closer to the capacity. 3) We describe the construction of the polar codes in the proposed scheme. We design a construction algorithm for the blocks to ensure the rateless scheme valid. With all these designs, the new scheme provides the solutions for the drawbacks that exist in the previous schemes.
The new rateless scheme can be applied for arbitrary unknown channel. We also make some efforts on the continuity of information bits in the new scheme, in which the latter information bits also take part in the retransmissions. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the preliminaries of polar codes. Section III gives the summaries and analyses on the existing schemes. Section IV describes the extendibility of systematic polar codes. In Section V, the rateless scheme based on the systematic polar codes is proposed. Simulation results of the scheme are provided in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. SYSTEMATIC POLAR CODING
The conventional form of polar codes is not systematic. The systematic coding method proposed in [3] let the information bits appear as a part of codeword. We consider the N -dimensional generator matrix without bit-reversing operation as follows,
where the generator matrix G[N /2] is a lower triangular matrix, and the diagonal elements are all ones, and where n = log 2 N . Then, a length-K information index set A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a K }, a i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } need be selected to carry the information bits as u A . The other bits u A c are set to be frozen, and they are always valued as u A c = 0 in practice. Arıkan apply another similar set B to split the codeword as x = (x B , x B c ).
where G AB denote the matrix consist of the elements in the i, i ∈ A column and j, j ∈ B row of G. In practice, the set B is usually equal to A. The submatrix G AA is also an invertible lower triangular matrix. Then, the systematic codes can be calculated by sources (u A c , x A ). When the frozen bits are set to 0, the parity bits of the systematic codeword can be calculated by
The similar description of the systematic encoder with bitreversing operation is given in [4] . The encoder can be treated as a two-step process, where each step is a non-systematic encoding process. The frozen bits should be set as 0 in each step. The systematic encoding without bit-reversing operation can be described in similar way, as shown in Fig. 1 . 
B. CONSTRUCTION OF POLAR CODES
In the process of channel polarization described in [1] , the polarized channel W N combined by N discrete memoryless channels (DMCs) W is split to parallel subchannels {W (i) N }. Then, a heuristic method to measure the reliabilities of the subchannels is proposed based on the Bhattacharyya parameters. If the initial DMC W is a binary erasure channel (BEC), the Bhattacharyya parameter of each subchannel can be calculated by the recursive formulas as follows,
where the Bhattacharyya parameter Z (W ) of the channel W is defined as
, and where W (y|x) is the transition probability of the channel W . Then, the information set can be selected based on ranking the Bhattacharyya parameters of each subchannel. The indices of subchannels with smallest Bhattacharyya parameters can be selected as the information set. In the case of wireless communication channels, information set can also be selected by this way with providing sufficient bit-error rate performance [13] , [14] .
The DE guides the selection of information set by ranking the probabilities of incorrect messages of subchannels. The probabilities of incorrect messages can be obtained by calculating the pdfs of LLRs passing in the SC decoding graph, where the pdfs are regarded as the densities. The LLR of the i-th subchannel W
where N (z). We assumed that all zero bits are transmitted and the channel W is symmetric, then the probability of incorrect messages of the i-th subchannel can be expressed as P e (i) = 
where a W is the pdf of the initial channel W 's LLR when 0 is transmitted, and where and are the convolution operations for variable nodes and check nodes in the graph (defined in [15] ). When densities of all subchannels are derived, the corresponding probabilities of incorrect messages can be calculated and ranked. The indices of subchannels with lowest probabilities of incorrect messages are selected to form a information set. In practice, Gaussian approximation (GA) is often applied in order to reduce the computational complexity of DE [16] . The detailed analyses on the GA are given in [17] .
These construction methods are all based on the known channel parameters. However, the channel parameters are not available to the transmitter in the scenario without channel estimation. In other words, the initial channel W is unknown. Thus, we have to give a approximation of the Bhattacharyya parameter Z (W ) or the density a W to implement the construction. It is proved in [18] that the polar codes can achieve the capacity of any symmetric discrete memoryless channel when the block length is large enough. Thus, we have a known upgraded channel with the capacity I (W ) = R that can help us construct the codes. We assume that the block length is large enough in our scheme, and fix the capacity of the transmission channel I (W ) = R approximately, where R is the rate of the coding. According to [19] , the construction based on the upgraded channel will cause some lose in performance. When the upgraded channel gets approach to the actual one, the lose will be little. Then, the Bhattacharyya parameter of the channel W can be obtained easily as Z (W ) = 1 − R. The distribution of channel is also need to solve the density a W , which brings some difficulties. Thus, we only consider the heuristic construction based on Bhattacharyya parameters in this paper.
III. REVIEWS OF THE EXISTING RATELESS POLAR CODING SCHEMES
In this section, we will give some reviews of the existing rateless polar coding schemes, such as the rateless polar codes proposed in [11] and the rate-compatible polar codes proposed in [12] . We will give some summaries and analyses on the drawbacks of the existing schemes, in order to help us expound the new rateless scheme in Section V.
A. RATELESS POLAR CODES [11] Li et al. propose a rateless coding scheme based on polar codes. They design a family of polar code blocks
. . . W K . Each block specialized for W i has the same length N , and the rate decreases sequentially as
In the initial transmission, they shoot for a maximum rate R 1 , and send the block C(N , R 1 , A 1 ), where the length of the information set is |A 1 | = NR 1 . When the first block can not be decoded successfully, the received data will be stored and the second block with rate R 2 will be transmitted. The second block C(N , R 2 , A 2 ) will contain part of the information bits that have been transmitted in the first transmission. The information set of the second block A 2 is a subset of A 1 according to the nesting property that can be expressed as [20] . The second block is constructed by the information bits that were put on the indices A 1 − A 2 in the first transmission, but these information bits are now put on the indices A 2 and the rest are frozen bits. Thus, the rate of the second block is as R 2 = R 1 /2. Here, we use A 1 − A 2 representing the difference of the sets A 1 , A 2 . For example, we transmit a polar code block with N = 8, R 1 = 0.75 in the initial transmission, where the information set is assumed as A 1 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). The corresponding information bits can be expressed as (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 , u 5 , u 6 ). If the decoding of the first block is failed, we will achieve a degraded rate R 2 = 0.375 in the second transmission. Assume that the information set of the second block is A 2 = (1, 2, 3). Now, the information bits constructing the second block are (u 4 , u 5 , u 6 ). If the second block is also failed to be decoded, the third transmission will happen. Similar to the second block, the third block C(N , R 3 , A 3 ) is encoded by the information bits that were put on the indices A 2 − A 3 in both first and second transmissions, and the rate of the block is as R 3 = R 1 /3. Continuing with the example, the rate of the third block is R 3 = 0.25, and the information set is assumed as A 3 = (1, 2). Now, the information bits that need to be retransmitted are (u 3 , u 6 ). The retransmissions will be stopped if the decoding is succeed after the k-th block C(N , R k , A k ) transmitted. The information bits of the k-th block are constituted by the information bits that were put on the indices A k−1 − A k in all the previous transmissions.
Then, we can decode the previous blocks backward. The (k − 1)-th block C(N , R k−1 , A k−1 ) can be decoded successfully by freezing the retransmitted information bits which have already been decoded from the block C(N , R k , A k ). The rate of the (k − 1)-th block is reduced to R k therewith, which ensures the success of the decoding. In general, the information bits decoded from the blocks This scheme provides a simple way to obtain the degraded rates R, R/2, R/3, . . .. The authors claim that they can add some extra information bits in each block in order to convert the degraded rates from the limited rate-sequence to an arbitrary rate-sequence. However, we find that it is unable to achieve arbitrary rates. For example, we transmit a block with N = 16, R 1 = 0.75 in the first transmission, same with the example described in [11] . The corresponding information bits can be expressed as (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u 12 ). If the decoding of the first block is failed, we will achieve a degraded rate R 2 = 0.5625 in the second transmission. According to the idea mentioned in [11] , the nine information bits of the second block consist of the retransmitted bits (u 10 , u 11 , u 12 ) and the new bits (u 13 , u 14 , u 15 , u 16 , u 17 , u 18 ). If the second block is decoded successfully, the all information bits can be recovered. However, if the second transmission is also failed, the rate of the third transmission will be limited to R 3 ≥ 0.375 in order to maintain the scheme working. It is because that it need at least three retransmitted information bits in the first transmission and three in the second transmission, such as (u 7 , u 8 , u 9 , u 16 , u 17 , u 18 ), to ensure all information bits can be recovered.
Though the scheme can achieve limited degraded rates, there are still some difficulties need to be solved. In [11] , there is less introduce about how to measure the reliabilities of the subchannels without any channel information in the first transmission. In the subsequent transmissions, the information sets are decided based on the nest property. The information set of the block C(N , R i , A i ) is always a subset of C(N , R i−1 , A i−1 ). The number of the subsets is large but there is no description about how to find the precise subset.
A more serious problem of this scheme is that it cannot applied for time-varying channels. It is caused by that it need to decode the previous blocks again backward. If the actual channel state V i is constant, the backward decoding will be succeeded. If the actual channel is rapidly time-varying, the channel states might be different in the transmissions, and the backward decoding might be failed. For example, we assume that the scheme needs k transmissions. The actual channel state of the i-th transmission can be expressed as V i , where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. We assume that the actual channel of the final transmission V k is not the weakest, and there exist a former transmission of which the actual channel V j is weaker than V k , which is V k V j . Then, when we succeed in decoding the k-th block and obtaining the corresponding rate R k , the rate R k must be weaker than V k . However, it is possible that the rate R k is stronger than V j . If the backward decoding for the k − 1, k − 2, . . . , j + 1-th blocks are all succeeded, the information bits which have been successfully decoded will be treated as frozen bits, and the rate of the block C(N , R j , A j ) will be reduced to R k . Because that rate R k is stronger than V j , the decoding for this block will be failed. As a result, the rest of the information bits can not be recovered successfully. Thus, we need to solve these difficulties in our new scheme.
B. RATE-COMPATIBLE POLAR CODES [12] Hong et al. propose a similar scheme. They also design a family of code blocks C(N i , R i , A (i) i ) for the sequence of assumed degraded channels. The difference is that the lengths of the blocks are diverse. The blocks can be constructed based on the puncturing schemes in [21] and [22] . In [11] , it can only achieve the limited rates R, R/2, R/3, . . . without adding new information bits. Now, the blocks with different lengths can help achieve a sequence of arbitrary degraded rates.
For example, we will describe a 3-stairs rate-compatible polar coding as shown in Fig. 2 . In the first transmission, the block C(N 1 , R 1 , A 
2 ) will be sent. Now, the information bits located at the indices A
2 of the first block should be put at the current information set A (2) 2 and coded. If the second transmission also fails, the third block
3 ) will be constructed by the information bits located at the indices A 3 of the second block. We assume that the third block can be decoded successfully. Then we should decode the previous blocks backward. When   FIGURE 2 . Encoding of the 3-stairs rate-compatible polar codes.
we decode the block C(N 2 , R 2 , A (2) 2 ), the information bits located at the indices A (2) 2 − A (2) 3 that have been recovered can be regarded as frozen bits, and the rate is reduced to R 3 . Then, we can decode the first block with regarding the information bits located in the indices A
3 as frozen bits. The rate is also reduced to R 3 .
The difficulties mentioned in the rateless scheme are also not solved by the rate-compatible one. The backward decoding is also needed in the rate-compatible scheme, so that it cannot be applied for time-varying channels. Besides, according to the puncturing scheme [21] , the puncturing of polar codes will bring a performance penalty. Thus, it may be unreliable in some actual situations. For example, a 4-stairs ratecompatible scheme is assumed to achieve the degraded rate sequence R 1 = 0.8, R 2 = 0.6 R 3 = 0.4 and R 4 = 0.2, and the length of the initial block is N 1 = 2 9 . Now, the 4 transmitted blocks in the rate-compatible scheme are C(512, 0.8, A Here, we simulate the BLER performance of the punctured blocks and their mother blocks. We apply the random puncturing scheme to obtain the punctured blocks which is also applied in [12] . SCL decoding is adopted in the simulations, where the length of the decoding list is 32. As shown in Fig. 3 , the punctured blocks provide worse BLER performance than their mother blocks, and the performance penalty is very high when the block is punctured too much. The punctured blocks cannot achieve the degraded rates reliably in practice. 
IV. EXTENDIBILITY OF SYSTEMATIC POLAR CODES
In this section, we will describe the extendibility of systematic polar codes. In other words, we will explain how a longer polar code block can be made up by several shorter blocks.
Firstly, we focus on the generator matrix of polar codes expressed in (1) . The kernel matrix is 1 0 1 1 . The generator matrices can be calculated iteratively by the Kronecker product. Here, we show three generator matrices corresponding to the lengths N = 2, 4, 8 respectively. As shown in Fig. 4 , the elements outlined with the same kind of color (linetype) in G[4] can constitute a 2 × 2 matrix which is equal to G [2] . It can be expressed as
where C i is the i-th row of the matrix C = 2 4 3 4 , and where i ∈ {1, 2}. Similarly, the elements outlined with the same kind of color (linetype) in G[8] can constitute a 4×4 matrix which is equal to G [4] . Now, it can be expressed as
where the current matrix is C = 
where C i is the i-th row of the n × (N /2) matrix C, and where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
· is the ceiling function given in (12) , as shown at the top of this page.
Proof: We use mathematical induction to prove this proposition. It is true obviously when N = 4, 8. We assume that it is true when N = k, and give the proof of that it is also true when N = 2k. According to the formula (1), the k-dimensional matrix G[k] can be expressed as
where
According to (1) , the matrix shown in (13) is a submatrix of G[2k], which can be shown as follows,
C i is the i-th row of the matrix C where N = k, then C i + k can be expressed as
where the k 2 is divisible by any 2 i−1 because that n = log 2 k. Thus, we have that
According to (16), we find that C i + k equals to the right half of the i-th row of the matrix shown in (12) where N = 2k. So when i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , log 2 k}, the proposition is true for G[2k]. According to the formula (1), it is obviously true when i = log 2 2k. Thus, the proposition is proved.
Proposition 2: The submatrix G[N ] C c i C i
of the N -dimensional generator matrix is equal to a zero matrix, which can be expressed as
where C c i is the set of elements not in the i-th row of the matrix C expressed in (12) .
The proof of Proposition 2 is similar with the one of Proposition 1, and we would not give a duplicate proof here. Readers can follow the idea of the give proof in order to prove this proposition. According to Proposition 1 and 2, we can easily have a theorem as follows. The theorem indicates that a long polar-code block includes short polar-code blocks. In other words, the polar codes are extendible. Now, we will continue to show the extendibility of the systematic polar codes introduced in Section II. According to [1] , the generator matrix is invertible with
. We can rewrite the formula (4) as the following proposition.
Proposition 4: For any information set A, the parity bits of the systematic polar-code block are
Proof: We will give a proof of the formula G AA G AA c = G AA c G A c A c here. We can partition the generator matrix as follows,
where U is a elementary matrix whose impact is making rowswitching transformations, and it is also an orthogonal matrix. Now, we have
which is equivalent to having
Thus, we can obtain that G AA G 
Proof: According to Proposition 4, the parity bits with indices D c i can be expressed as
According to Proposition 2, the elements located in the coordinates (C c i ,C i ) of the matrix G are zeros. Thus, we have
Substituting into the formula (23), we can easily obtain the formula (22) . The proof is completed. So far, we have completed the description of extendibility of systematic polar codes. We will take advantage of this feature in order to design a new rateless scheme based on systematic polar codes, which will be described in the next section.
V. NEW RATELESS SCHEME BASED ON SYSTEMATIC POLAR CODES A. ARCHITECTURE OF THE NEW RATELESS SCHEME
In this section, a new rateless scheme based on systematic polar codes will be proposed. We will adopt the IR-HARQ as a key transmission mechanism in the scheme. Similarly with the existing schemes, we design a family of codes with assumed degraded rates. In the initial transmission, we also shoot for a maximum rate R 1 . The block C (N 1 , R 1 , A 1 ) is constructed and sent where the information set A 1 consists of the indices of the N 1 R 1 most reliable subchannels. The reliability of each subchannel is measured based on the initial rate R 1 . If the first block can not be decoded successfully, the IR-HARQ will be enabled. An NACK signal will feedback to the transmitter, and the second block will be sent. The data of the first block will be stored at the receiver.
In the second transmission, we sent the block that is the difference set as
, and where
2 ) contains all information bits of the previous code C (N 1 , R 1 , A 1 ) , and N 2 R 2 − N 1 R 1 additional information bits. At the receiver, the data of the second block and the first block is combined according to the Theorem 5 and input to the decoder specialized for C (N 2 , R 2 , A 2 ) . If the second transmission is also failed, an NACK signal will feedback, and the third transmission will happen. Similar with the second block, the third block is the difference set C(N 3 , R 3 , A 3 )−C(N 2 , R 2 , A 2 ), whose length is N 2 . At the receiver, all received data in three transmissions is combined and decoded, which contains all information which have been sent.
In general, when the k-th transmission happens, the previous k − 1 transmissions are all failed, and the data of the previous k − 1 blocks has been stored at the receiver. The k-
At the receiver, the all received data is combined to form the code C(N k , R k , A k ) whose length is as N k = 2N k−1 = . . . = 2 k−1 N 1 , and the rate R k < . . . < R 2 < R 1 . The code C(N k , R k , A k ) should contain all the information bits of the prior code C (N k−1 , R k−1 , A k−1 ), so we have that R k−1 /2 ≤ R k < R k−1 . Then, it is decoded by the decoder specialized for C (N k , R k , A k ) . If the decoding is succeeded, an ACK signal will feedback, and the rateless scheme is completed. All transmitted information bits are recovered successfully. Fig. 5 shows the schematic diagram of the rateless scheme based on systematic polar codes with 4-stairs. (12) in which N = N k . Thus, when the information set of the block A k−1 is fixed, the latter information set A k can be selected based on the following proposition.
Proposition 6: The information set A k should satisfy that
where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , log 2 N k }, and A c k−1 is the frozen set of
+ A c k−1 } j is the j-th element in the set, where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,
The Proposition 6 can be easily proved according to the Theorem 5. The proposition provides guidelines of selecting the information set of each block. We will show the details in the next part about how to construct the codes in the scheme. VOLUME 5, 2017 B. CONSTRUCTION OF POLAR CODES IN THE NEW SCHEME
We have described the construction of polar codes in Section II. We have mentioned that the heuristic method can be applied in the scenario without channel estimation, and the initial Bhattacharyya parameter can be valued based on the code rate approximately as Z (W ) = 1 − R. Now, the Proposition 6 provides the guidelines on how to construct the polar codes in the proposed rateless scheme. However, the construction methods, heuristic method and density evolution, do not satisfy the proposition in practice. In other words, if the information sets of the codes
are selected based on the heuristic method or density evolution, they may not satisfy the proposition. Thus, we should modify the construction methods so that they will satisfy the proposition.
In the proposed rateless scheme, the first information set A 1 of the code C(N 1 , R 1 , A 1 ) can be selected by the heuristic method, where the initial Bhattacharyya parameter is valued as Z (W ) = 1 − R 1 . The Bhattacharyya parameter of each subchannel is calculated by the recursive formulas (5) and (6) . The indices of the subchannels with N 1 R 1 smallest Bhattacharyya parameters constitute the information set A 1 . Then, the information set A 2 of the second code should be selected to satisfy the Proposition 6. We consult the heuristic method, where the current initial Bhattacharyya parameter is valued as Z (W ) = 1 − R 2 . The indices of the subchannels with N 2 R 2 smallest Bhattacharyya parameters may not satisfy the Proposition 6. They may not include all the elements of the set { + A c k−1 }. Thus, we need to add the requisite elements and replace the unwanted elements in order to create an eligible information set.
In general, We design an construction algorithm shown as Algorithm 1 for selecting the information sets of the codes C(N k , R k , A k ), where k ≥ 2. With the algorithm, the codes can be constructed applicatively for the proposed rateless scheme. The numerical performance of the block C(N k , R k , A k ) is degraded when compared to the one constructed by the heuristic method with Z (W ) = 1 − R k . However, the actual performance may not be degraded because that the Bhattacharyya parameters calculated based on the upgraded channel cannot reflect the actual performance precisely as mentioned in the Section II. We will test the performance of the codes constructed by the proposed algorithm in the next section.
VI. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will simulate the performance of the polar codes constructed by Algorithm 1 in the proposed scheme. The BLER performance of the codes can reflect the reliability of the proposed scheme. Then, we will analyze the average rate of the proposed scheme and compare with the existing schemes to show whether the proposed scheme is efficient. Get the difference set as
where Idif i has the same order with Ind.
8:
Calculate the summation as
9: end for 10: Find that i = m which make the summation minimum as m = arg min i SUM i . 11: Select the current information set as follows
We simulate the BLER performance of the proposed scheme under the additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, where the parameters of the channels are unknown to the transmitter. In all rateless schemes, a high initial code rate is applied in practice in order to obtain a high throughput. In the first group of simulations, we set the initial code rate as R 1 = 0.8 and the length as N 1 = 2 9 . Then, we test the performance of the second block under the assumption that the first transmission is failed. The second block is with the length as N 2 = 2 10 and rate as R 2 = 0.6, where the information set is selected based on the Algorithm 1. The performance of a similar block that construed by the heuristic method with initial Bhattacharyya parameter Z (W ) = 1−0.6 is also simulated as a comparison. Similarly, the performance of the third and the fourth blocks is also simulated. The lengths of them are N 3 = 2 11 and N 4 = 2 12 respectively, and the rates are R 3 = 0.4 and R 2 = 0.2. SCL decoding is adopted in the simulations, where the length of the decoding list is 32. The BPSK modulation is also applied in the simulations.
As shown in the Fig. 6 , the systematic polar codes in the proposed scheme which are constructed based on the Algorithm 1 can provide better BLER performance, comparing with the codes constructed based on the heuristic method. The average performance advantage is about 0.6 to 0.8dB. It means that the proposed scheme is with a wider applicable scope. The simulations show that the scheme can work well with setting a degraded rate sequence evenly spaced 0.2. Then, we will test the performance of the scheme with another rate sequence. In the second group of simulations, we also set the initial code rate as R 1 = 0.8, and only change the subsequent rates to R 2 = 0.7, R 3 = 0.5 and R 4 = 0.3. The corresponding lengths are constant. The simulation results are shown in the Fig. 7 . We can find that the performance of the polar codes with the rates R 2 = 0.7, R 3 = 0.5 and R 4 = 0.3 constructed by the proposed algorithm is still better, comparing with the codes constructed based on the heuristic method with initial Bhattacharyya parameter Z (W ) = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, respectively. The proposed rateless scheme can also work well with such an assumed rate sequence. According to the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we can obtain that the polar codes constructed by the Algorithm 1 can provide good performance, and the proposed rateless scheme is reliable with setting appropriate parameters. Now, we will analyze the average rate of the proposed rateless scheme and the existing schemes, which can indicate the corresponding efficiencies. We assumed that the k-th block in the rateless scheme is decoded successfully, and reach a degraded rate R k . The average rate of the schemes can be calculated as the number of the information bits divided by the number of total transmitted bits. The average rate of the proposed scheme can be expressed as
The average rate of the rate-compatible scheme proposed in [12] can be expressed as
The average rate of the rateless scheme proposed in [11] is not as good as the one of the rate-compatible scheme. As we mentioned in Section III, the degraded rates that the rateless scheme can achieve are limited. Ideally, the rateless scheme can provide a maximum average rate R k with the construction exactly corresponding to the actual channel. We can find that the proposed rateless scheme can provide a same average rate with one of the rate-compatible scheme. Besides, it avoids the performance loss caused by puncturing.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new rateless scheme is proposed based on the extendibility of systematic polar codes. With the sufficient analyses on the existing rateless schemes, the drawbacks and difficulties are found and solved by the new rateless scheme. The existing rateless schemes can only be applied for timeinvarying channel. In comparison, the new rateless scheme can be applied for arbitrary channels efficiently. The existing rateless schemes may be failed to work with the imprecise constructions and excessive puncturing. However, the new rateless scheme can achieve a degraded rate-sequence reliably and can avoid the performance loss caused by puncturing. The construction algorithm of the polar codes specialized for the proposed scheme is also provided, which provides good BLER performance. In subsequent work, we will optimize the information set selecting with exact mathematical analyses and expand to the fading channels further.
